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Abstract. Social networking has provided powerful new ways to find people, 
organize groups, and share information. Recently, the potential functionalities 
of the ubiquitous infrastructure let users form a mobile social network (MSN) 
which is discriminative against the previous social networks based on the 
Internet. Since a mobile phone is used in a much wider range of situations and 
is carried by the user at all times, it easily collects personal information and can 
be customized to fit the user’s preference. In this paper, we presented MSN 
mining model which estimates the social contexts like closeness and 
relationship from uncertain phone logs using a Bayesian network. The mining 
results were then used for recommending callees or representing the state of 
social relationships. We have implemented the phonebook application that 
displays the contexts as network or graph style, and have performed a 
subjectivity test. As a result, we have confirmed that the visualizing of the MSN 
is useful as an interface for social networking services. 
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1   Introduction 

A social network is a group of people connected by common features such as inter-
ests, ideas, and friendships. Social networking has grown dramatically more popular 
since the Internet emerged which provides an easy means for interacting with some-
one else through web, e-mail, and instant messaging services [1]. MySpace 
(myspace.com) and Facebook (facebook.com), for example, are the most well-known 
web based social networks, and are now successfully evolved into the ubiquitous 
environment with innovations in mobile technologies. Therefore, users now can send 
emails to friends and access the community information through their mobile devices 
just the same as before via the Internet [2, 3]. 

The current mobile social network (MSN) services, however, still have limitations 
since they keep their concepts of original web-services rather than utilize the ubiqui-
tous features. A mobile device can collect everyday information effectively because it 
is used in a much wider range of situations and is carried by a user at all times. Espe-
cially, a mobile phone is promising to support the social networking because it can 
easily model the user’s social connections based on the relationship between a caller 
and a callee. Eagle and Pentland, in the Reality Mining project at the MIT Media Lab, 
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observed the interactions among 100 users with Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones, 
and recognized the friendship by using Gaussian mixture model [4]. 

In this paper, we propose a social contexts mining model that automatically gener-
ates MSN. Using Bayesian networks (BNs), the proposed method infers meaningful 
information like closeness and personal relationships from uncertain mobile logs, and 
then it visualizes the context in order to provide useful information for social net-
working such as personal relationship management. Here, user’s call patterns includ-
ing time, frequency, and place are exploited as the mobile logs. For the experimental 
test, we implemented a mobile phonebook interface using the proposed method. 

2   Background 

With advances in sensor technologies, context-based applications on a mobile phone 
are becoming available which give users more convenience by reducing the amount 
of human attention needed to provide the service. Cao et al. introduced a mobile tour-
ist guide which considers spatiotemporal information of the device and community 
contexts together [5]. They specified a community by the members’ profiles such as 
contact information and traveling history, and used rule-based context reasoning en-
gine. Lee et al. developed an emoticon transformation service on mobile devices 
which infers the user’s emotion and transfers the corresponding emoticon to other 
users in the network [6]. They estimated the emotion using the predefined rules with 
bio-signals like heartbeat, galvanic skin response, and skin temperature. 

Context awareness, however, is difficult to achieve because of the environmental 
uncertainties like user’s behavioral irregularity and sensors’ inaccuracy [7]. Since a 
BN is one of efficient tools to handle the uncertainties, it has been widely used for 
context modeling. Park et al. trained user’s preference with BNs by using context 
information like location, time, weather, and user request collected from the mobile 
device in order to provide a map-based recommendation system [8]. Cho et al. used 
BNs designed by experts to find memorable events and summarize in a cartoon-style 
diary from a user's daily life logs [9]. In this paper, we exploit BNs to infer social 
contexts from the mobile logs. 

3   Mining and Visualizing Mobile Social Network 

Mobile social contexts, such as interact with whom in a specific place or at a certain 
time of a day, are very useful information in terms of social networking services. It 
can be a criterion for grouping people or improves the performance of mobile systems 
[4, 10]. The proposed method models and visualizes the MSN according to the social 
contexts which helps a user to manage his/her personal relationships. Fig. 1 shows an 
overview of the proposed system. We implemented each module runs on the platform 
of MS Windows Mobile 2003 SE Pocket PC with a small global positioning system 
(GPS) receiver that transfers data with Bluetooth to the phone (It is described more 
specifically at experimental results section). 
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Fig. 1. An overview of the proposed system. It provides a user the information of social rela-
tionships as graphs or a network. These kinds of visualized features can be used as an interface 
of other mobile social networking applications. 

3.1   Log Collection and Preprocessing 

A mobile phone enables various types of communication like a voice conversation 
(call) and a short message service (SMS). It also can perceive people’s encounter with 
each other using Bluetooth signal. Moreover, it continuously records the user’s loca-
tion (GPS) and other personal or social context. These spatiotemporal patterns of 
interactions can be adopted for mining the social connections like relationships or 
closeness. Table 1 lists the mobile phone logs related to the social interactions. 

After collecting logs, our system preprocesses them to be informative and usable 
for BNs. Some values are discretized by using simple rules based on statistical analy-
sis (For example, the state of “the number of recent calls” is defined as “many” if 
there are more than five calls in “the recent time period,” otherwise “few”). The coor-
dinates gathered by using GPS are converted to the semantic labels. Here, we have 
only considered three semantic locations of home, workplace, and others. 

Table 1. Mobile phone logs used for mining the social contexts. Among the four types of inter-
actions, in this paper, only call log was used. 

Type Information 
Address book Name, phone number, e-mail address, home address, 

workplace address, … 
Interaction logs Call, short message, nearby person by Bluetooth, data 

transfer 
Device logs Spatial information (latitude, longitude, speed) by GPS, 

temporal information (duration, time, day of week) 

3.2   Social Context Mining 

Bayesian probabilistic inference is the efficient model to handle the uncertain infor-
mation, and also easily utilizes an expert’s pre-knowledge for its structure or parame-
ters [11]. In this regard, we have employed BNs for mining the social context. 
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Let G(Bs, θ) be the BN model where Bs and θ denote the network structure and the 
set of network parameters, respectively. θ is composed of the conditional probability 
table BΦ and the prior probability distribution Bp. For the prior probability P(θ), the 
knowledge discovery process is as follows: 

)|(),|(),,( pTΦTTTT BZPBZYPYZP =θ  (1) 

where ZT={z1, z2, …, zT} represents a set of T states variables, and YT is the corre-
sponding observations. In this paper, we have specified Bs and �  manually based on 
the domain knowledge. 

The proposed method considers three social contexts such as closeness, related-
activity and relationship. Each context is described more specifically in Table 2. 

Table 2. Four social contexts used in this paper 

Social context BN node state Meaning 
Closeness {close, distant} Whether the user has contact with 

him/her closely or not 
Related activity {move, work, study, rest, play,

 eat} 
Which activity the user has been normally 
performing with him/her 

Relationship {family, lover, friend, 
 colleague, acquaintance, etc} 

Type of relationship 

 
BN designed for this problem includes 19 variables and 24 dependencies as shown in 

Fig. 2. The design methodologies of the BN in terms of the target contexts are as follows: 

Degree of closeness. People who contact frequently with each other or spend long 
time together are regarded as close. They often tend to meet/call at personal time like 
evening, weekends, and holiday. The activity on phone call is related with the close-
ness either. It is because he/she would not want to be interrupted by unfamiliar person 
during resting or playing. 

Relationship. Personal information which can be gained from the mobile address 
book is useful to extract the relationship. For example, persons with same last name 
or home address probably are family. Here, we simply matched the personal informa-
tion (within the Address book) between a user and the other for calculating their simi-
larity. Since people commonly meet their colleagues at workplace and friends at the 
outside, the contact place also used for inferring the relationship. 

Activity during contact. It is tightly correlated with closeness and relationships. For 
instance, people have more chances to interact with colleagues than friends or fami-
lies when they are working. On the other hand, they will contact with friends for play-
ing. The activity inference part was designed by using spatio-temporal information 
with general knowledge such as “People work at workplace during daytime” or “They 
eat at lunch or dinner time”. 

High level contexts explained so far should be estimated for all the persons who 
are contained in the address book and updated whenever the user makes a contact 
with him/her. 
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Fig. 2. The Bayesian network designed for mining social contexts. In order to use continuous 
variables as evidences (gray nodes), we have made virtual nodes and dynamically changed their 
conditional probabilities. 

Since conditional probabilities of a BN are based on discrete variables, continuous 
values need to be discretized. In principle, it will result in some loss of information. 
For example, the ‘Call recently’ node in Fig. 2, which represents “How much time has 
passed since the last contact,” has to be defined as finite states like {within three days, 
from three to five, from six to eight, more than nine days}. In order to address this 
problem, the proposed method changes the probability table dynamically so that can 
express the continuous variables such as likelihood ratio that represent the observer's 
strength of confidence toward the observed event or statistical observations. For the 
previous example, the propose method only takes two states of ‘Recent’ and ‘Long 
ago,’ and substitutes their probabilities for each observation by fuzzy membership 
values instead of selecting the evidence by a specific state (see upper image of Fig. 3). 
It is possible because the node is a root that has no prior conditions. If the node is, 
however, not a root such as the ‘Call time’ in Fig. 2, then the evidence should be 
specified to a state for updating the belief with the observations. In this case, our 
model attaches a virtual node [12], which has binary states of Yes/No with all vari-
ables of its parent’s states, to the target node. The conditional probabilities of Yes 
state are then set based on the statistics of observations. The lower image of Fig. 3 
shows an example where a user has called someone eight per 10 at night and one per 
10 at morning. 

3.3   Social Context Visualization 

In order to help the user to understand his/her condition of social relationships, the pro-
posed method represents social structures by a network in terms of nodes (individuals) 
and ties (relationships), and visualizes social contexts as graphs or descriptive texts. 
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Fig. 3. Examples of specifying evidence with continuous variables like fuzzy membership 
variables or statistics of observations (both row and column sums to be one) 

 

Fig. 4. Phonebook interface based on the proposed method which visualizes the (a) social 
structure, (b) contact pattern in terms of context category, (c) description of relationship, and 
(d) correlation among contexts 

For the network, as shown in Fig. 4(a), three contexts such as recently contact, close-
ness, and relationship are expressed as edge length, edge color (with gray level), and 
node color, respectively. People intimate with a user are marked as dark gray line, while 
estranged people are represented as lighter gray line, and more distant persons are not 
presented on the network. The edge becomes longer as time passed since the user con-
tacted with the corresponding person lastly. Here, the user can set the ‘circle of relation-
ship’ which means the boundary of friendship (see the dotted line in Fig. 4(a)). The 
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proposed method then recommends an estranged friendly person (a node on outside of 
boundary with a dark gray edge) to the user for making contact with. After the user 
called him/her, the corresponding edge is shrunk into the boundary. 

In addition to the network, the proposed method visualizes the user’s contact ten-
dency in terms of various contexts such as day, time, and location (Fig. 4(b)), de-
scribes the relational information of the user and others on the phonebook (Fig. 4(c)), 
and shows the correlations of two different contexts which can be used to the callee 
recommendation (For example, if current time is Sunday su afternoon a, then the 
system recommends 010-2220-0984 whom the user have made phone call with at 
Sunday afternoon as shown in Fig. 4(d)). 

4   Experimental Results 

Experiments on real user data have been performed to validate the proposed method. 
We have implemented the agents on the platform of MS Windows Mobile 2003 SE 
Pocket PC and collected the logs of ten university student over about a month using 
the Samsung SPH-M4650 smart phone device with a small GPS receiver that trans-
fers data with Bluetooth to the phone as shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Mobile devices and the proposed system implemented on mobile phone 

We have analyzed the social contexts extracted by the proposed method. Figure 6 
shows examples of the BN for a user’s two callees. The upper person had been per-
sonally and closely connected with the user, and their personal information was simi-
lar for each other. Therefore, their relationship was inferred as family. In case of the 
lower person, their relationship was friend since they had called for each other fre-
quently and personally while they neither contacted recently nor closely. 

We have compared the extracted relationships with the actual labels tagged by us-
ers, and achieved about 60~70% accuracies. There were several reasons for the low 
performance. Firstly, the lack of personal information in the address book caused the 
confusion between friend and lover. The occupation of subject also made the problem 
difficult. Since they were all students, coworker is quite ambiguous type of relation-
ship. Finally and mostly, our four weeks logs were insufficient to model the user’s 
relationship exactly. Friends whom the users never called were regarded as acquaint-
ances after all. Yet, the inferred contexts including the relationship can be useful in-
formation for characterizing groups on social network. 
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Fig. 6. Examples of the BN inference results for a user’s family (upper) and a friend (lower) 

In order to validate the usefulness of the proposed method, we performed a subjec-
tivity test about the implemented application for ten users based on the System  
Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaires. The SUS is a simple, ten-item scale giving a 
global view of subjective assessments of usability where its score has a range of zero  
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Table 3. Modified questionnaires of the System Usability Scale 

 
 

Strongly 
disagree 

 
Strongly 
agree 

  1. I think I would like to use this application frequently 1 2 3 4 5 
  2. I found the application unnecessarily complex 1 2 3 4 5 
  3. I thought the application was easy to use 1 2 3 4 5 
  4. I think that I would need the support of a technical per-

son to be able to use this application 
1 2 3 4 5 

  5. I found the various functions in this application were 
well integrated 

1 2 3 4 5 

  6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this appli-
cation 

1 2 3 4 5 

  7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this 
application very quickly 

1 2 3 4 5 

  8. I found the application very cumbersome to use 1 2 3 4 5 
  9. I felt very confident using the application 1 2 3 4 5 
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going 

with this application 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

Fig. 7. SUS scores for the proposed system 

to 100 [13]. In this paper, we modified the questionnaires by replacing the word sys-
tem with application as shown in Table 3. As shown in Fig. 7, the SUS test results 
indicated that the visualization provides effective ways to manage the MSN services. 

5   Conclusions 

This paper presents the social contexts’ mining and visualizing method. It infers the 
user’s contexts from uncertain mobile logs using Bayesian networks and provides 
useful information for MSN services such as relationship management by recom-
mending estranged friends. It also visualizes user’s social contexts or contact patterns 
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using various types of graphs or descriptive text. There are, however, still many issues 
to be solved such as mining more kinds of social context or testing on the realistic 
environment where many users interact with each other. As a future work, we will 
exploit various types of interactions among multiple users including physical meeting 
(acquired from Bluetooth) in order to make more realistic and accurate model. We 
will also perform the accuracy test of the extracted contexts such as relationship and 
activity. 
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